Co-release of cells and polymeric nanoparticles from sacrificial microfibers enhances nonviral gene delivery inside 3D hydrogels.
Hydrogels can promote desirable cellular phenotype by mimicking tissue-like stiffness or serving as a gene delivery depot. However, nonviral gene delivery inside three-dimensional (3D) hydrogels remains a great challenge, and increasing hydrogel stiffness generally results in further decrease in gene delivery efficiency. Here we report a method to enhance nonviral gene delivery efficiency inside 3D hydrogels across a broad range of stiffness using sacrificial microfibers for co-releasing cells and polymeric nanoparticles (NPs). We fabricated hydrolytically degradable alginate as sacrificial microfibers, and optimized the degradation profile of alginate by varying the degree of oxidization. Scanning electron microscopy confirmed degradation of alginate microfibers inside hydrogels, leaving behind microchannel-like structures within 3D hydrogels. Sacrificial microfibers also serve as a delivery vehicle for co-releasing encapsulated cells and NPs, allowing cell attachment and spreading within the microchannel surface upon microfiber degradation. To examine the effects of sacrificial microfibers on nonviral gene delivery inside 3D hydrogels, alginate microfibers containing human embryonic kidney 293 cells and polymeric NPs were encapsulated within 3D hydrogel scaffolds with varying stiffness (9, 58, and 197 kPa). Compared with cells encapsulated in bulk hydrogels, we observed up to 15-fold increase in gene delivery efficiency using sacrificial microfibers, and gene delivery efficiency increased as hydrogel stiffness increased. The platform reported herein provides a strategy for enhancing nonviral gene delivery inside 3D hydrogels across a broad range of stiffness, and may aid tissue regeneration by engaging both mechanotransduction and nonviral gene delivery.